Alterations of Cell Proliferation and Apoptosis in the Hypoplastic Reeler Cerebellum
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A mutation of the reln gene gives rise to the Reeler mouse (reln−/−) displaying an ataxic phenotype and cerebellar hypoplasia. We have characterized the neurochemistry of postnatal (P0–P60) reln−/− mouse cerebella with specific attention to the intervention of cell proliferation and apoptosis in the P0–P25 interval. Homozygous reln−/− mice and age-matched controls were analyzed by immunofluorescence using primary antibodies against NeuN, calbindin, GFAP, vimentin, SMI32, and GAD67. Proliferation and apoptosis were detected after a single intraperitoneal BrdU injection and by the TUNEL assay with anti-digoxigenin rhodamine-conjugated antibodies. Quantitative analysis with descriptive and predictive statistics was used to calculate cell densities (number/mm²) after fluorescent nuclear stain (TCD, total cell density), labeling with BrdU (PrCD, proliferating cell density), or TUNEL (ApoCD, apoptotic cell density). By this approach we first have shown that the temporal pattern of expression of neuronal/glial markers in postnatal cerebellum is not affected by the Reeler mutation. Then, we have demonstrated that the hypoplasia in the Reeler mouse cerebellum is consequent to reduction of cortical size and cellularity (TCD), and that TCD is, in turn, linked to quantitative differences in the extent of cell proliferation and apoptosis, as well as derangements in their temporal trends during postnatal maturation. Finally, we have calculated that PrCD is the most important predictive factor to determine TCD in the cerebellar cortex of the mutants. These results support the notion that, beside the well-known consequences onto the migration of the cerebellar neurons, the lack of Reelin results in a measurable deficit in neural proliferation.
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INTRODUCTION

The cerebellum is one of the main parts of the brain involved in motor coordination. It consists of a highly ordered layered cortex made of gray matter at its surface, and a deep central medullary body made of white matter that spreads radially to form a typical arborization in reaching the axis of individual cerebellar laminae (folia). Embedded into the medullary body are three (four in humans) nuclei of neurons giving rise to the majority of the cerebellar efferent fibers. In mice and other altricial mammals—such as humans—most of cerebellar development occurs postnatally (Altman and Bayer, 1997). Postnatal development of the cerebellar cortex consists of a very complex series
of tightly regulated events leading to the generation of the granule cells and the GABAergic cortical interneurons. These cells, as well as the other cortical neurons and the glia, have to perform very long distance migration from their progenitor niches, and neurons extend their axons for making highly precise synaptic connections with targets (Marzban et al., 2015). Until the second week after birth in rodents, extensive neurogenesis within a temporary external granular layer (EGL) gives rise to the granule cells that migrate through an increasingly thick molecular layer (ML) and the forming Purkinje cell layer. The granule cells finally reach the internal granular layer (IGL), which, eventually, will be the only granular layer of the mature cerebellar cortex (Altman, 1972a,b; Hatten, 1990). Notably, postnatal neurogenesis in cerebellum accompanies with an intense programmed cell death to attain a numerical match between cortical neurons, mainly the granule cells, and the Purkinje neurons. Several types of death may affect neurons, and among them apoptosis (Kerr et al., 1972), whose key features are DNA fragmentation, chromatin condensation, cell shrinkage and/or fragmentation, and activation of specific cellular proteases (Yamaguchi and Miura, 2015). The granule cells undergo apoptosis in two different phases of their differentiation, maturation, and migration: one phase occurs in the EGL and is independent from synapse formation, the latter takes place in the IGL, and depends on the classical mechanisms of neuron-to-target interaction at synapses. The first phase of granule cell apoptosis is rapid, and necessary for a gross regulation of the expanding pre-mitotic population of these neurons; the second occurs in a longer interval of time, and corresponds to the period of synaptic sculpting of the cerebellar cortex (Lossi et al., 2002).

Wiring of the connections between the granule cells and the Purkinje neurons is fundamental to cerebellar function (Hirai and Launey, 2000; Cesa and Strata, 2009), and it is unanimously agreed that these two neuronal populations exert reciprocal influences that are fundamental in the regulation of their survival or death (Altman, 1992). Therefore, the maintenance of a correct balance between neurogenesis and apoptosis is essential for proper cerebellar maturation, to the point that such a balance is deeply altered in several spontaneous mutations affecting the murine cerebellum and leading to ataxias (Cendelin, 2014).

Reeler is the first described mouse cerebellar mutation (Falconer, 1951). The Reeler phenotype is characterized by typical alterations in gait (“reeling”) and was named thereafter. The recessive homozygous mouse (reln−/−) displays a total absence of Reelin, a protein discovered several decades after the initial description of the mutant (D’Arcangelo et al., 1995). Reelin is necessary for brain development as it plays a prominent role in neuronal migration. During cerebellar development, granule cells in the EGL secrete the protein, which is fundamental for the proper migration and positioning of the Purkinje neurons (D’Arcangelo et al., 1995). The role of Reelin in the adulthood is still under debate, but many authors demonstrated, among others, that it intervenes in the growth of apical dendrites, the formation of dendritic spines, and the regulation of synaptic function and plasticity (D’Arcangelo, 2014). In reln−/− mice, the lack of Reelin leads to a severe hypoplasia of cerebellum. Histologically, reln−/− mice display a thinner ML, a reduction in the density of the granule cells in the IGL, and a misplacement of the Purkinje neurons. Just 5% of these neurons align into their normal position, 10% are located in the IGL, and the remaining ones are scattered in a central deeper mass inside the white matter of the medullary body (Mariani et al., 1977; Heckroth et al., 1989; Yuasa et al., 1993). Despite these obvious alterations, part of the cerebellar circuitry is maintained, but, as demonstrated by several studies, at the expenses of a drastic reduction in the number of synapses between the Purkinje neurons and the parallel fibers, and of an altered pruning of the climbing fibers-Purkinje neurons synapses (Mariani et al., 1977; Qiao et al., 2013; Castagna et al., 2014). In keeping with these observations, other studies highlighted how the lack of Reelin also results in impaired hippocampal postnatal neurogenesis and functionality (Won et al., 2006; Pujadas et al., 2010).

Work on the Reeler mutation has focused onto the intracellular pathways of signal transduction mediated by Reelin and the cellular and molecular mechanisms that are affected by its deficiency (see D’Arcangelo, 2014 for a recent review). Surprisingly, little or no attention was devoted to the relationship between neurogenesis and programmed cell death in the course of postnatal cerebellar development. In this study, we have investigated such a relationship and quantitatively demonstrated an impairment of postnatal neurogenesis in reln−/− mice, in parallel with an increase in apoptosis. In addition, as previous ultrastructural observations from our group showed a high degree of immaturity in reln−/− Purkinje neurons’ synaptic circuitry (Castagna et al., 2014) we have compared the timing of expression of several markers of neurochemical differentiation across the mutants and the normal mice. This had the purpose to exclude that substantial temporal differences in the acquisition of specific phenotypic features of the different cerebellar neural cells biased our analysis. As no obvious neurochemical differences emerged between the two genotypes, our data show, for the first time, the occurrence of precise imbalances in the ratio of neurogenesis to apoptosis in the Reeler mouse, and further prove the contribution of Reelin in neuronal survival.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals**

Mouse cerebella at postnatal (P) day 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 60 from reln+/+ and reln−/− mice were compared in this study (n = three each). The number of animals was kept to a minimum, and all efforts were made to minimize their suffering. The Italian Ministry of Health (#65.2016.PR) and the Bioethics Committee of the University of Turin authorized all experiments. Animal procedures were carried out according to the guidelines and recommendations of the European Union (Directive 2010/63/UE) as implemented by current Italian regulations on animal welfare (DL n. 26-04/03/2014).

**Genotyping**

All animals were genotyped according to current protocols to ascertain their genetic background. Briefly, a small sample was
cut from the tail tip and incubated overnight with continuous shaking in a solution containing 50 µg/mL proteinase K (Sigma) in lysis buffer (Tween 20, NonIDET P40, 1% gelatin, Tris 1M pH 8.5, MgCl2 0.5M). On the following morning, samples were centrifuged at 14,000 g for 5 min and the DNA-containing supernatant used for PCR amplification. The gene mutation (rehn+/−) in the Reeler phenotype is responsible for deletion of part of an intron having control over correct gene expression and stability of the mRNA (D'Arcangelo et al., 1996). To identify the three possible genotypes in littermates (rehn+/+, rehn+/−, and rehn−/−), a sequence containing the potentially deleted one is amplified by PCR using three different primers. Primers were a common forward primer within the conserved protein sequence upstream the mutation, and two different reverse primers, one of which is specific for the wild type sequence and the other for a sequence downstream the mutation. By this procedure, the band obtained from amplification of the cDNA for the wild type Reelin has a molecular weight of 266 bp, and that obtained for the mutated Reelin weighs 363 bp. After electrophoresis and ethidium bromide staining in 1.5% agarose gel, mice were classified as follows: i. Wild type controls (rehn+/+), ii. Reeler (rehn−/−) when displaying a single 266 bp band, ii. Reeler (rehn−/−) when displaying a single 363 bp band, and iii. Heterozygous (rehn+/−) when displaying both bands.

**Histology**

All procedures were carried out at room temperature, unless otherwise stated. Two hours before the sacrifice, mice were injected with 5-bromo-2′-deoxyuridine (BrdU) intraperitoneally (0.1 mg/g body weight). Under deep anesthesia (sodium pentobarbital 30 mg/kg), animals then were perfused through the left ventricle with cold Ringer solution (0.01 M phosphate buffer pH 7.4–7.6, 0.8% NaCl, 0.025% KCl, 0.05% NaHCO3) followed by fixative (4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer 0.2 M pH 7.4). Cerebella were removed and post-fixed for 2 h in the same fixative. Tissues were then dehydrated through a graded ethanol series and embedded in paraffin wax. The entire cerebellum was serially cut in parasagittal sections (7 µm) that were collected and mounted on poly-L-lysine (PLL; Sigma Aldrich) pre-coated slides (5 sections/slide).

For immunohistochemistry, sections were rehydrated and subjected to microwave antigen retrieval (9 min at 95–99°C in sodium citrate buffer pH 6). After microwave treatment, sections where washed 5 min in phosphate buffered saline 0.01 M pH 7.4 (PBS) and blocked for 1 h in PBS containing 1% ovalbumin (Sigma Aldrich) and 0.3% Triton X-100 (Sigma Aldrich). Sections were incubated overnight in primary antibodies at optimal titer, with the exception of BrdU immunostaining where incubation was carried out for 1 h only. After being rinsed 3 × 5 min in PBS, sections were incubated for 1 h with fluorescent secondary antibody conjugates (anti-rabbit or anti-mouse Alexa Fluor® 488 or Alexa Fluor® 594, Molecular Probes, Life Technology) diluted 1:800 in the same diluent used for primary antibodies. When necessary, nuclear counterstaining with propidium iodide (PI, Sigma Aldrich) was applied (1 µg/mL in PBS containing 0.3% Triton X100, 2 min), and slices were eventually mounted in antifade medium (Sigma Aldrich).

**Primary Antibodies**

Primary antibodies were: mouse anti-NeuN (Millipore, 1:200); rabbit anti-vimentin (Cell Signaling, 1:100); mouse anti-calbindin (ABCAM, 1:300); rabbit anti-GFAP (ABCAM, 1:2000); mouse anti-Smi32 (ABCAM, 1:1500); rabbit anti-GAD67 (Ana Spec, 1:100); mouse anti-BrdU (GE Healthcare, prediluted in nuclease solution). Primary antibodies were diluted in PBS containing 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA; Sigma Aldrich) and 2% PLL. Routine specificity and method controls were performed by omission of primary antibodies, their substitution with normal serum, omission of secondary antibodies or their substitution with inappropriate species-specific conjugates.

**Analysis of Apoptosis**

*In situ* labeling of cells with fragmented DNA was performed following a modification of the original terminal dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) procedure (Gavrieli et al., 1992). In brief, after being brought to double distilled water (ddH2O), sections were pretreated with proteinase K (Sigma Aldrich) for 15 min at 37°C in a humid atmosphere. The proteinase K working solution (20 µg/mL) was prepared from a stock solution of proteinase K (1 mg/mL in 10 mM Tris pH 7.7) by mixing together 80% Tris 10 mM pH 7.7, 18% 1 mM CaCl2, and 2% proteinase K stock solution. After 4 × 2 min washings in ddH2O, sections were immersed for 10 min in TdT buffer (30 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7, 140 mM sodium cacodylate, 1 mM cobalt chloride) and subsequently incubated in TdT buffer supplemented with 0.05 U/µL terminal transferase and 10 µM digoxigenin-dU TP at 37°C for two and half hours in a humid atmosphere. The reaction was stopped by transferring the sections to terminal buffer (300 mM sodium chloride, 30 mM sodium citrate in ddH2O) for 15 min. Sections were subsequently rinsed in ddH2O, blocked in 2.5% BSA in ddH2O for 10 min, and incubated overnight at 4°C with a rabbit anti-digoxigenin antibody conjugated to rhodamine (Molecular Probes, Life Technology) diluted 1:75 in PBS/PLL/BSA. After extensive washing in PBS, sections were counterstained with 1:1000 4′, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI—Sigma Aldrich) in PBS for 2 min and finally mounted in antifade medium.

**Quantitative Analysis of Proliferating and Apoptotic Cells**

**Sampling Strategy**

The whole series of sections cut through the entire latero-lateral (transversal) axis of cerebellum was divided into ten sampling units. The total number of sections for each sampling unit then was related to the overall size of the cerebellum. Following a systematic random sampling procedure (Geuna, 2000), two slides were arbitrarily selected within each sampling unit, one to be processed for BrdU immunostaining (n = 5 sections) and the other according to the TUNEL protocol (n = 5 sections). Therefore, fifty randomly selected sections were processed to gather quantitative data on BrdU or TUNEL labeled cells. Five additional sections were selected at random, stained with PI and used for cell density studies as described in Section Calculation of Total Cell Density (TCD) in Single Layers of Cerebellar Cortex and Medullary Body.
Image Acquisition
A 20x lens and a transmitted/fluorescence light microscope equipped with appropriate filter combinations to detect rhodamine and DAPI (DM6000B, Leica) were used to collect wide-field fluorescence microscopy images (1392 × 1040 pixels). Laser scanning confocal images (1024 × 1024 pixels) were collected with 40x dry lens and a laser scanning confocal microscope (LSCM—SP5, Leica) using the laser excitation lines required by Alexa Fluor® 488, Alexa Fluor® 594, or PI.

Identification of Cortical Layers and Medullary Body
The well-known alterations in neuronal migration that characterize the Reeler histological phenotype were taken into account to subdivide cerebellar sections into discrete areas when moving from the pial surface to the medullary body. Therefore, on cytoarchitectonic features, we could easily distinguish the EGL and the ML that displayed similar features in rehn+/+ and rehn−/− mice. However, in the rehn−/− genotype, impaired migration of the Purkinje neurons in the course of the physiological process of their alignment to a cell monolayer results in the lack of a true Purkinje cell layer in the mutants. Therefore, the Purkinje cell layer (only present in rehn+/+ mice) and the IGL were considered together and simply referred to as the IGL in the following. The term medullary body was used in its bona fide significance for rehn+/+ animals, and to indicate the inner central mass of non-migrated neurons intermingled with the white matter that characterizes the histology of the deep cerebellum in rehn−/− mutants (Figure 1).

Calculation of Total Cell Density (TCD) in Single Layers of Cerebellar Cortex and Medullary Body
Five randomly selected areas from each of the three cortical layers and the medullary body were sampled from PI stained sections (Figures 1A,B). Confocal images were acquired and used to calculate TCD (n. cells/mm²) with the Count Particle command of the Image J software (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) after appropriate scale and threshold setting.

Calculation of the Density of BrdU+ and TUNEL+ Cells in Single Layers of Cerebellar Cortex and Medullary Body
BrdU+ cell
In each cortical layer and the medullary body, we have calculated the density of BrdU+ cells (n. cells/mm²) as an index of cell proliferation, and thus herein referred to it as PrCD = proliferating cell density. To do so, we first calculated the relative percentages of the areas of each cortical layer and of the medullary body vs. the total area of the section after staining with DAPI (Figures 1C,D) and observation in the wide-field fluorescence microscope. Then, we randomly acquired five LSCM snapshot images from each of the BrdU-immunostained sections (sampled as described in Section Sampling Strategy). As exemplified in Figures 1E,F, the relatively high number of IR cells permitted an easy identification of the three cortical layers and the medullary body by simple histological landmarks and in the absence of nuclear counterstain. For each digital image, PrCD was measured in the four cerebellar subdivisions with the Image J software, as described in Section Calculation of Total Cell Density (TCD) in Single Layers of Cerebellar Cortex and Medullary Body. Finally, measures were corrected according to the ratio between each of the areas and the total area of the section, exemplified as PrCDEGL = PrCD(BrdU)EGL area(PI)/total section area(PI).
**TUNEL**

In each cortical layer and the medullary body we have calculated the density of TUNEL+ cells (n. cells/mm²) as an index of apoptosis, and thus herein referred to it as ApoCD = apoptotic cell density. As TUNEL+ cells were by far less abundant than BrdU+ cells (Figures 1G,H), the procedure described in Section BrdU+ cell was prone to introduce an error too high. Therefore, to calculate ApoCD, we directly counted all TUNEL+ cells in cerebellar sections that were reconstructed from individual wide-field fluorescence images after DAPI nuclear counterstain. Reconstructions were made with the Adobe Photoshop CS6 software (Adobe Systems). At the same time, in reconstructed images, we measured the areas of each of the three cortical layers and the medullary body, and cell densities were calculated directly.

**Normalization of BrdU+ and TUNEL+ cell densities according to genotype**

Significant differences emerged from the comparison of the areas of cortical layers and medullary body between the two genotypes. Therefore, densities of each compartment in reln−/− mice were normalized to values in normal mice by correcting per area ratios (reln−/− areas/reln+/+ areas).

**Cell Percentages**

The percentages of BrdU+ and TUNEL+ cells were obtained by calculating the ratios of PrCDs or ApoCDs and TCDs for each of the cerebellar subdivisions defined in Section Identification of Cortical Layers and Medullary Body.

**Statistics**

The role of raw TCD, PrCD, and Apo CD with respect to the reln+/+ and reln−/− groups was investigated by within-subjects, i.e., repeated-measures, analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the R open-source software (R version 3.2.0, http://www. R-project.org/). Each feature was considered as an independent categorical variable, with the animal ID as within-subject factor for the observation grouping. Observed independent variables were considered significantly correlated to the outcome when the P-value associated to the F statistics was found to be smaller than 0.05.

With GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software), areas and percentages of BrdU+ and TUNEL+ cells were compared with parametric Student T Test and nonparametric Mann Whitney test. Normality was ascertained with D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus normality test. Using a one-way ANOVA with Tukey correction for multiple comparisons, normalized TCD, PrCD, and ApoCD were compared at different postnatal ages within each genotype.

Mean values of TCD, PrCD, and ApoCD in spreadsheet were finally used to calculate Pearson’s correlation curves and polynomial models for time effects, by plotting time (independent variable) vs. TCD, PrCD, or Apo CD (dependent variables) with the Microsoft Excel graph function. TCD, PrCD, and Apo CD mean values were also used for multiple regression analysis and statistics using the Microsoft Excel data analysis tool pack.

**RESULTS**

**The Temporal Pattern of Expression of the Main Neuronal/Glial Markers in Postnatal Cerebellum is Not Affected by the Reeler Mutation**

We first wanted to know if the lack of Reelin had direct consequences on the expression of the more general markers of neuronal and glial differentiation, as it is often assumed that development of the cerebellum in Reeler recapitulates—but with considerable retard—the sequences of events occurring in normal mouse. Therefore, we have analyzed the time of expression of some neurochemical markers of neural differentiation in the postnatal Reeler cerebellum and compared it with the pattern of expression in reln+/+ mice (Figure 2).

The first markers to be expressed were calbindin and vimentin that could be detected at all developmental stages from birth onward. Calbindin is a specific marker of the Purkinje neurons (Schwaller et al., 2002). Calbindin+ Purkinje neurons in P0 reln+/+ mice were arranged in a multi-stratified immature layer immediately below the ML. In reln−/− mice, calbindin+ Purkinje neurons were positioned instead deeply in cerebellar cortex and medullary body. Vimentin was expressed by glia (Schnitzer et al., 1981): it labels the Bergmann glia of the ML, and the glial cells of the white matter. In reln−/− mice, vimentin-immunoreactive (IR) Bergmann glia displayed an oblique orientation rather than being perpendicular to the pial surface of the cerebellar laminae, and were irregularly scattered in the ML.

Three other markers, NeuN, SMI32, and 67 kDa glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD 67), tagged different populations of neurons, started to be expressed from P5, and could be subsequently detected at all other ages. Within the cerebellum, NeuN is a specific marker of post-mitotic granule cells, and its expression in these neurons positively correlates with neuritogenesis (Weyer and Schilling, 2003). SMI32, is a non-phosphorylated neurofilament protein belonging to a group of cytoskeletal proteins (Lee et al., 1988). Antibodies to SMI32 label the Purkinje neurons and the deep nuclei neurons (Milosevic and Zecевич, 1998; Leto et al., 2006). GAD 67 is a general marker of the GABAergic neurons (Greif et al., 1991). Irrespective of the genotype, NeuN positive granule cells were located in the inner part of the EGL, which harbors the pre-migratory post-mitotic subpopulation of these neurons. They were also well visible in the IGL, which becomes progressively populated by the post-migratory granule cells at the end of their migration from EGL, and in a subpopulation of neurons of the deep nuclei, which were not GAD 67-IR (see below) and, hence, use glutamate as their main neurotransmitter (Leto et al., 2006). SMI32-immunoreactive deep nuclei neurons were embedded in the medullary body, which consisted of bona fide white matter in reln+/+ mice and, in reln−/− mutants, of a central mass made of glial cells, myelinated fibers, granule cells, and Purkinje neurons that failed to properly migrate to the cortex. SMI32-IR

---

1Outside the cerebellum, expression of these markers can change substantially as regarding to the type of labeled cells and temporal appearance. Thus, this description should be considered strictly in relation to cerebellum.
deep nuclei neurons partly co-expressed NeuN (glutamatergic subgroup) or GAD 67 (GABAergic subgroup). In \( \text{reln}^{-/-} \) medullary body, we could easily differentiate the SM132-IR deep nuclei neurons from the Purkinje neurons using a double staining with calbindin; in \( \text{reln}^{+/+} \) mice there was no need to employ SM132+calbindin immunostaining as the two cellular populations displayed well recognizable locations in the deep gray matter and cerebellar cortex, respectively. At P5, besides to the GABAergic subgroup of the deep nuclei neurons, also the Purkinje neurons and the GABAergic interneurons in the expanding ML were GAD 67-IR.

Glia cells expressed GFAP from P10 onward. GFAP totally co-localized with vimentin in the Bergmann glia and in the white matter of the medullary body.

Remarkably, the time of expression of all markers did not show appreciable differences between Reeler and normal mice, and the differences that we here observed were simply related to the well-known cell mispositioning in the mutants. As marker expression is obviously linked to the differentiation status of individual cells, we could conclude that there was not a delay in the acquisition of specific cell fate markers in \( \text{reln}^{-/-} \) mice. Therefore, cerebella from age-matched normal and mutant mice could be properly compared to assess the effects of the lack of Reelin.

**Hypoplasia in the Reeler Mouse Cerebellum is Consequent to Reduction of Cortical Size and Cellularity, and is Linked to Altered Temporal Trends of TCD**

That Reeler mice have a hypoplastic cerebellum almost completely devoid of folia is an established fact. What remains to be established in full are the causes of hypoplasia, as the mere impairment of neuronal migration, i.e., the primary effect of the Reelin absence, can alone hardly explain the reduction of cerebellar volume. Such a reduction can be either consequent to a diminution in the absolute numbers of neural cells and/or their density in the cerebellar cortex and nuclei (gray matter) and/or in the medullary body (white matter). In rat, the volume of the cerebellar gray matter is 3.76-fold that of the white matter. In mouse, the volume of the cerebellar gray matter is 3.76-fold that of the white matter (Bush and Allman, 2003) and, based on data in the cerebral cortex (Zhang and Sejnowski, 2000), ratio should reach 4.5-fold in mouse. Thus, in Reeler cerebellum, a reduction of TCD in the gray matter can be the primary consequence of the mutation. If such a reduction accompanies with a decrease in the area of the gray matter, then one can infer that the cerebellar hypoplasia of the Reeler mouse also follows the diminution in number of the cortical neurons. Another point of attention is that not only the Reeler mutation is responsible for hypoplasia and lack of foliation, but also it profoundly affects the cerebellar cytoarchitecture. Whether deficits are uniformly distributed or rather preferentially hit specific lobes or lobules remains to be fully ascertained. In addition, no statistical data are available to demonstrate whether the cerebellar hypoplasia specifically affects one or more layers of the forming cerebellar cortex and/or the medullary body. In the following sections, we report the results of the experiments aiming to clarifying these issues.

**Size**

Table 1 reports data on the areas of cortical layers and the medullary body in normal and Reeler mice in the P0–P25
time interval. From these data, rehn−/− mice displayed a dimensionally reduced cerebellar cortex than their age-matched controls, and such a reduction was particularly prominent in the ML and IGL. When the cerebellum matures, the ML becomes populated (for the most) by the parallel fibers (i.e., the axons of the granule cells); notably, the increase in size of the ML was 16.86-fold in rehn+/+ mice, but only six-fold in the mutants. In parallel, post-migratory granule cells populate the IGL during normal development, but, from P0 to P10, the IGL increased in size of 5.1-folds in rehn+/+ and only 2.6-fold in rehn−/−. After P10, this cortical layer only increased slightly (1.23-fold) in rehn+/+ mice, but drastically reduced its size (to 0.62-fold) in rehn−/− mutants. Differently from the cortex, the medullary body was larger in rehn−/− mice than in normal animals. In normal cerebellar development, the size of the medullary body mainly reflects the progressive myelination of the axons of the Purkinje neurons that leave the cortex traveling across the white matter and reach the cerebellar nuclei, as well as the development of the afferent and efferent fibers entering or exiting the cerebellum. The size of the medullary body increased in parallel with postnatal age in both genotypes (rehn−/− 2.59, rehn+/+ 1.93-fold), but, at P25, Reeler mice resulted to have a larger medullary body than their normal counterparts (1.88-fold). Thus, Reeler mice had a smaller cerebellar cortex but a larger medullary body than their normal littermates.

### Cellularity and Its Temporal Variations

We then moved to consider whether and how cellularity (TCD) varied in the two groups of animals. With the Excel spreadsheet, we displayed the trend of TCD over time in line charts (Figure 3 solid lines); then, using the parametric Student T test and the non-parametric Mann Whitney test, we compared the mean values of TCD in the three cortical layers and in the medullary body between the two genotypes at corresponding postnatal ages (asterisks in Figure 3). With a One way ANOVA we have also studied TCD separately in rehn+/+ and rehn−/− mice and compared data in relation to developmental age (Figure 4). In the EGL (Figure 3A), TCD was significantly higher in rehn−/− mice at P0, but drastically declined at P5 and P10 to reach similar values to those of rehn+/+ mice at P15. In the ML (Figure 3B), TCD was not different across genotypes at P0, but a drastic drop occurred at P5 and P10 in rehn−/− mice, and thus mutants displayed significantly lower values than age-matched normal mice from P5 onward. In the IGL (Figure 3C), TCD was not different among genotypes at P0. However, from P5, there was a progressive increase of cellularity in normal mice, but not in mutants. In the medullary body (Figure 3D), TCD displayed very different trends in rehn+/+ and rehn−/− mice: in the first there was a tendency to a progressive reduction, whereas in mutants cellularity was relatively high at birth, dropped to its lowest value at P10, and increased thereafter to reach statistically significant differences with the rehn+/+ mice at P20 and P25. Figure 4 shows the results of statistical analysis comparing animals of the same genotype grouped in relation to age. This type of analysis showed that some age-related differences in TCD need to be considered with attention. For example, in the EGL of normal mice differences at P0, P5, and P10 were not statistically significant between them, as well as those at P5 and P10 in the mutants. Notably, in both genotypes TCD was lower at P15 than at birth, but in rehn−/− mice there was a statistically significant drop at P10 (Figure 4A). As at P15 there was not a statistically significant difference in TCD between rehn+/+ and rehn−/− mice (Figure 3A) we concluded that temporal variations in cellularity were worthy to be investigated. A similar conclusion was also drawn for the ML, IGL and medullary body after carefully inspecting the graphs in Figure 4. Therefore, we studied the temporal trend of TCD by correlation statistics.

By Pearson’s correlation, we calculated the functions that best fitted our data plotting TCD against time (Table 2) and drew their graphs (Figure 3 dashed lines). Functions found to provide the best fit ($R^2 = 1$) were 5th degree polynomial (quintic) functions. Therefore, TCD was neither constant nor varied linearly with time in the two genotypes of mice. Polynomial functions have a number of turning points at most equal to n-1, where n is the degree of the function, and each turning point is a local or global maximum (positive peak) or minimum (negative peak). Obviously, maxima and minima alternate with one another, after the curve displays an inflection point. Figure 3 clearly shows the good fit of the descriptive graphs (solid lines) with the graphs of the corresponding regression functions (dashed lines). Regression analysis allowed predicting the values of TCD continuously over time, besides the six time points of sampling. Thus, it was possible to locate temporally the turning points (i.e., the maxima and minima—indicated in Figure 3 by upwards or downwards arrows, respectively) anywhere between sampling range (interpolation) or outside this range (extrapolation). Interestingly, Pearson’s correlation not only showed that relevant TCD maxima occurred earlier in the EGL and ML of rehn−/− mice, but also that, in the P0–P5 interval, the trend of TCD was
opposite to that of normal mice in the IGL and medullary body of the mutants.

Significance
Collectively, the results reported in Sections Size and Cellularity and its Temporal Variations demonstrated the existence of important genotype-related differences in the size and cellularity (TCD) of the cerebellar cortex and the medullary body during the course of postnatal development, in parallel with profound derangements of the temporal evolution of TCD in the Reeler cerebellum. Specifically, the hypoplastic retn−/− cerebellum showed a reduction in size and cellularity of the cortex, and an increase in the medullary body. The overgrowth of the medullary body in the Reeler mouse is obviously a consequence of the well-known migratory defects that follow the lack of Reelin. We here quantitatively showed that such an overgrowth was insufficient to compensate the cortical hypoplasia. In addition, the concurrent reduction of the size and cellularity of the cerebellar cortex led to conclude that cortical neurons were less numerous in the mutants, as they did not display discernable differences in size. We have in fact used TEM to measure the size of the granule cells, which are—by several orders of magnitude—the most numerous cells in cerebellum, without detecting notable variations between mice of different genotypes (data not shown).

In Reeler mice, the alterations in size and cellularity leading to the hypoplasia of the cerebellar cortex were not uniform among layers, and the deficit in cortical growth substantially depended on reduction of the size of the ML and cellularity of the IGL. The granule cell precursors and the pre-migratory granule cells are tightly packed spheroid cells with no or very little intermingled neuropil in the EGL. Previous TEM studies in our laboratory did not show obvious ultrastructural differences in the EGL of normal and mutant mice (Castagna et al., 2014). Therefore, the higher value of TCD in the retn−/− EGL at birth indeed reflected the existence of a larger population of granule neurons in the mutants. The lower TCD and number of granule cells at P5–P10 (when the EGL area was also significantly reduced in retn−/− mice) indicated that the population of granule cell precursors...
was more slowly expanding in Reeler mice than in age-matched control animals.

Differently from the EGL, the ML is for the most occupied by an expanding neuropil that consists of the parallel fibers (the axons of the granule cells), the climbing fibers, the mossy fibers and the dendrites of the Purkinje neurons. At the same time, as the neuropil increases its size, inhibitory interneurons, i.e., the basket and the stellate cells, migrate in an outward direction from the medullary body to populate the forming ML (Miale and Sidman, 1961). Not surprisingly, at birth, when the neuropil is still poorly developed, TCD was not different across genotypes. However, as the area of the ML was smaller in reln−/− mice, the number of cells should be lower in the mutants, reflecting the well documented defects in the migration of granule cells across this layer. It was also not surprising that TCD decreased with time in both genotypes but remained significantly lower in Reeler mice, as this reflected the drastic reduction of synaptic contacts between the Purkinje neurons and the parallel or the climbing fibers in the mutants (Mariani et al., 1977; Castagna et al., 2014). Therefore, the statistically significant differences in TCD across the two genotypes also demonstrated a numerical reduction of the granule cells population in this cortical layer. These observations are fully consistent with the well documented action of Reelin on granule cells’ migration, and the previously reported reduction in their density when the Reeler cerebellum was analyzed in toto (Mariani et al., 1977; Mikoshiba et al., 1980; Heckroth et al., 1989; Yuasa et al., 1993; D’Arcangelo et al., 1995; Katsuyama and Terashima, 2009).

Finally, we observed variations in the medullary body area and TCD all along the P0–P25 interval. In reln−/− mice, temporal variations in TCD displayed an oscillatory trend without any discernible tendency. Therefore, our observations did not permit to assess whether there were more cells and/or they were more tightly packed in the deep central mass. Both possibilities are fully consistent with the impairment of cell migration in Reeler mice.

Post-migratory granule cells progressively populate the IGL, which will eventually become the only granule cell layer of the mature cerebellum. In reln−/− mice, this layer also contains some of the ectopic Purkinje neurons that failed to migrate outwardly to form the Purkinje cell layer. The area of the IGL increased with time in both genotypes, although much less in the mutants. TCD, instead, increased in reln+/+ mice and decreased in reln−/− mice. Therefore, the statistically significant differences in TCD across the two genotypes also demonstrated a numerical reduction of the granule cells population in this cortical layer. These observations are fully consistent with the well-documented action of Reelin on granule cells’ migration, and the previously reported reduction in their density when the Reeler cerebellum was analyzed in toto (Mariani et al., 1977; Mikoshiba et al., 1980; Heckroth et al., 1989; Yuasa et al., 1993; D’Arcangelo et al., 1995; Katsuyama and Terashima, 2009).

Finally, we observed variations in the medullary body area and TCD all along the P0–P25 interval. In reln−/− mice, temporal variations in TCD displayed an oscillatory trend without any discernible tendency. Therefore, our observations did not permit to assess whether there were more cells and/or they were more tightly packed in the deep central mass. Both possibilities are fully consistent with the impairment of cell migration in Reeler mice. No clear data are available in the literature as to the eventuality that, in the mutants, there is a volumetric reduction of the white matter. However, some forms of lissencephaly with cerebellar hypoplasia in humans have been linked to a Reln−/− mutated genotype, and, in these pathologies, several alterations of the
The Table reports statistically data of correlation analysis in the three layers of the cerebellar cortex and the medullary body. The quartic describing the relation of PrCD with time is
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white matter tracts have been reported (Ross et al., 2001; Miyata et al., 2003).

Reeler Mice Display Quantitative Differences in the Extent of Cell Proliferation and Apoptosis, as well as a Derangements in Their Temporal Trends during Postnatal Cerebellar Maturation

During the course of normal postnatal development, a complex interplay of cell proliferation and death is ultimately responsible for proper cerebellar maturation (Marzban et al., 2015). Therefore, we hypothesized that an imbalance between proliferation and programmed cell death could be one of the main factors to explain the cortical hypoplasia in Reeler mice. As apoptosis is the commonest form of programmed cell death in cerebellum (Yamaguchi and Miura, 2015), we devised a set of experiments to quantitatively investigate cell proliferation and apoptosis in our material. After a single BrdU administration, we detected high numbers of BrdU-IR nuclei in animals of both genotypes (Figures 1E,F). The number of apoptotic TUNEL+ nuclei was by far lower (Figures 1G,H). We have calculated the densities of the cells displaying BrdU+ or TUNEL+ nuclei and statistically analyzed data (Figures 5–8). To prove or disprove our hypothesis it was necessary to establish whether, above all, genotype had an influence on PrCD or ApoCD, and if additional factors, i.e., developmental age, localization in cortical layers or the medullary body, and sampling position were influential. In doing so, we first have used a 2-way repeated measures ANOVA for related, not independent groups—a type of analysis suitable for investigating changes in mean scores under three or more different conditions—to assess the influence of all these factors on PrCD or ApoCD (Section Genotype, Age, and Localization in Cortical Layers or Medullary Body—but Not Sampling Position—Affect PrC and ApoCD in the Whole Cerebellum). Then, we performed a 1-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons to establish the existence of time-related differences within each genotype and across the two genotypes at corresponding developmental ages. Finally, we used single and multiple regression analysis to model the trends of PrCD and ApoCD with time (Section Temporal Variations of PrCD and ApoCD Display a Non-Linear Relationship with Time, with Differences Across Genotypes), their reciprocal dependence, and their combined effects in determining the cellularity (TCD) of the cerebellar cortex and the medullary body (Section Regression Analysis Shows Different Non-Linear Relationships of PrCD and Apo CD Across Genotypes).

Genotype, Age and Localization in Cortical Layers or Medullary Body—but Not Sampling Position—Affect PrC and ApoCD in the Whole Cerebellum

According to the sampling design described in Materials and Methods, we first aimed to establish whether genotype, age, position along the latero-lateral axis of cerebellum, and localization in the cerebellar cortex or the medullary body influenced cell proliferation and/or death in the cerebellum considered in its entirety.

After a two-way ANOVA for repeated measures we found that genotype (P < 0.0001; F = 36.57; Df = 1), age and localization in individual cortical layers or the medullary body (age (P < 0.0001, F = 25.36, Df = 5; cerebellar layer (P < 0.0001, F = 439.89, Df = 3) had significant effect on PrCD values. ApoCD was also subjected to the two-way ANOVA for repeated measures and significant effects of genotype (P < 0.0001; F = 38.5, Df = 1), age (P < 0.0001, F = 67.54, Df = 5), and layer (P < 0.0001, F = 162.73, Df = 3) were observed. Notably, position of sampled slices along the latero-lateral axis of cerebellum had no effect on PrCD and ApoCD. The cerebellum has a remarkably conserved architecture. With the exception of the unipolar brush cells in the vestibulocerebellum (Nunzi et al., 2001), all the other neuronal cortical types are found throughout its three major functional subdivisions, i.e., the vestibulocerebellum (cortex of the vermis+fastigial nucleus), the spinocerebellum (paravermian cortex of the hemispheres+nucleus interpositus), and the pontocerebellum (lateral hemispheric cortex+cerebellar lateral nucleus). Such a functional subdivision follows a latero-lateral axis, along which a banding pattern also occurs in relation to the expression of zebrin-II by the Purkinje neurons and the topographical distribution of the climbing and mossy fibers (Ämper et al., 2012). Reeler mice are ataxic, and, remarkably, in a transgenic mouse model of spinocerebellar ataxia type 8 the cerebellar banding pattern is lost, thereby contributing to the motor phenotype (Moseley et al., 2006). Therefore, absence of statistically significant difference in PrCD and ApoCD in parasagittal sections randomly sampled all along the latero-lateral axis is of biological relevance, as it demonstrated that the effect of the mutation was not related to the banding pattern of the normal mature cerebellum, but, instead, it concerned the entire organ. The spinocerebellar and vestibulocerebellar afferent projections in the Reeler mouse do not distribute randomly, but have specific target regions, and the position of these regions, relative to each other, is conserved in the mutants (Vig et al., 2005). The distribution of the Purkinje neurons and of the neurons of the cerebellar nuclei is not random either (Vig et al., 2005). Reelin binds to two high affinity extracellular receptors on the Purkinje neurons—the very low density lipoprotein receptor (Vldlr) and apolipoprotein E receptor 2 (Apoer2). In Reeler mice or double-null mice for Vldlr and Apoer2, Purkinje neurons’ clusters failed to disperse, but animals null for either Vldlr or Apoer2 individually exhibited specific and parasagittally-restricted Purkinje neurons ectopias (Larouche et al., 2008). Altogether, these observations support the results of our investigation as regarding the absence of parasagittal positional differences in PrCD and ApoCD in Reeler mutants, as the lack of Reelin per se had no locally patterned influences on neuronal migration.

Differences in PrCD and ApoCD in Relation to Cerebellar Architecture

Once established that sampling position was irrelevant, we proceeded to analyze the differences of PrCD (Figures 5, 6) and ApoCD (Figures 7, 8) across genotypes and within genotypes. Overall our observations demonstrated that PrCD and ApoCD...
were lower in the three cortical layers but higher in the medullary body of the \textit{rehn}^{-/-} mice. A correlation analysis was then performed to study the reciprocal influences of the two parameters over time.

**Temporal Variations of PrCD and ApoCD Display a Non-Linear Relationship with Time, with Differences Across Genotypes**

Figures 5, 7 show the trends of PrCD and ApoCD over time (dashed lines) and Table 2 reports their regression functions together with maxima and minima after Pearson’s correlation analysis. The best fit functions ($R^2 = 1$) were 5th degree polynomials, with the sole exception of that calculated for the ML in \textit{Reeler}, where a 4th degree polynomial (quartic) function model was instead appropriate to describe the correlation between time and PrCD. Therefore, as it was the case for TCD (Section Cellularity and Its Temporal Variations), also PrCD and ApoCD were neither constant nor varied linearly with time, in both genotypes. It was of interest that when the regression curves describing the correlation of time with cell proliferation or apoptosis were compared in the two genotypes the following generalizations could be made: i. Proliferation/apoptotic minima and maxima were not coincident in the two genotypes; ii. Genotype-related differences in correlation curves were more evident for ApoCD; and iii. Proliferation/apoptotic maxima in \textit{Reeler} mice generally preceded those in normal mice.

**Regression Analysis Shows Different Non-Linear Relationships of PrCD and Apo CD Across Genotypes**

There is a wide debate as to the possibility that proliferation and apoptosis are tightly interconnected during neurogenesis, as well as regarding an initial activation of mitosis as a preliminary step to apoptotic cell death (Wang et al., 2009). Therefore, we have applied regression analysis to investigate these issues. This type of analysis allows demonstrating whether a variable (predictor) is likely to be a meaningful addition to a prediction model. If this is the case ($P < 0.05$), changes in the predictor’s value are related to changes in the response variable. Here we have
We postulated that PrCD depended on ApoCD or vice versa. In rehn\(^{+/-}\) mice, we notably found that ApoCD depended on PrCD in EGL and IGL. In rehn\(^{-/-}\) mice, instead, ApoCD depended on PrCD in EGL only, and PrCD depended on ApoCD in EGL and ML. Specifically, in rehn\(^{+/-}\) EGL ApoCD depended on (PrCD)\(^4\) (adjusted \(R^2 = 1; P = 1.00168E-16; Df = 4; F = 5.60616E+31\)). In rehn\(^{-/-}\) EGL, ApoCD depended on (PrCD)\(^4\) (adjusted \(R^2 = 1; P = 1.93625E-17; Df = 4; F = 1.50037E+33\)) and PrCD depended on (ApoCD)\(^3\) (adjusted \(R^2 = 1; P = 8.60561E-17; Df = 4; F = 8.64797E+31\)). In rehn\(^{+/-}\) IGL, ApoCD depended on (PrCD)\(^2\) (adjusted \(R^2 = 0.91; P = 0.012248952; Df = 2; F = 18.46307681\)). In rehn\(^{-/-}\) IGL, PrCD depended on (ApoCD)\(^3\) (adjusted \(R^2 = 0.98; P = 0.000000056762; Df = 3; F = 85.6282253\)). Collectively these observations demonstrated that predictors were different in the two genotypes, reinforcing the notion that the interdependence of PrCD and ApoCD was disturbed in the mutants.

**Multiple Regression Predicts the Relationship of TCD with PrCD, ApoCD and Time in Connection with Genotype**

When we studied the variations of TCD with time using Pearson’s correlation (Section Cellularity and Its Temporal Variations), relationships were non-linear. Therefore, we performed polynomial regression analysis to calculate the best fit of TCD with PrCD, ApoCD or time, singularly. Table 3 reports statistically significant data. Finally, we run a multiple regression analysis modeling the relationship of TCD (response variable) simultaneously with PrCD, ApoCD and time (predictor variables). In this type of analysis, we have postulated that changes in TCD were dependent on changes in one or more of the three predictor variables: if regression was statistically significant, then it was reasonable to infer a dependency of TCD on predictor variables.

In the EGL, we were unable to find a suitable model for rehn\(^{+/-}\) mice, although linear regression yielded data very close to statistical significance (adjusted \(R^2 = 0.91; P = 0.051; Df = 1; F = 18.46307681\)). In mutant mice, instead, regression with PrCD (1st degree) and ApoCD (4th degree) was statistically significant (adjusted \(R^2 = 0.99; P = 0.0003; Df = 2; F = 321.8028354\)), and coefficient statistics showed that TCD was significantly related to PrCD (\(P = 0.0007\)). In the ML, regression with PrCD (2nd degree) and time (linear) was statistically significant in rehn\(^{+/-}\) mice (adjusted \(R^2 = 0.99; P = 0.0003; Df = 1; F = 395.3623104\)) and coefficient analysis showed that TCD was significantly related to both variables (PrCD\(^2\), \(P = 0.0009\); time, \(P = 0.0138\)). In rehn\(^{-/-}\) mice linear regression statistics gave the best fit (adjusted \(R^2 = 0.98; P = 0.0091; Df = 3; F = 108.4326361\)), and coefficient statistics showed that TCD was significantly related to PrCD (\(P = 0.0155\)). In the IGL, multiple regression analysis in rehn\(^{+/-}\) mice did not yield a suitable model to correlate TCD simultaneously with the three predictor variables of this study. In mutants, on the other hand, both linear regression (adjusted \(R^2 = 0.97; P = 0.0173; Df = 3; F = 56.7676746\)) and polynomial regression (adjusted \(R^2 = 0.93; P = 0.043; Df = 3; F = 22.52511229\)) were statistically significant. However, the linear

**FIGURE 6 | Comparison of PrCD within genotypes.** Cortical layers (A–C), medullary body (D). EGL, external granular layer; ML, molecular layer; P, postnatal age; One-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons; error bars indicate SEM; ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05.
model gave the worst match and coefficient statistics was not significant, whereas the polynomial regression gave a statistically significant coefficient for PrCD ($P = 0.0098$), and a value not far from significance for ApoCD$^1$ ($P = 0.07402$). In the medullary body, linear and polynomial regressions were not suitable to model the relationship of TCD with PrCD, ApoCD, and time in both genotypes. Quartic functions made the interpretation less intuitive than linear or quadratic regression functions, because the effect of changing one predictor varies depending on the value of that predictor: in the temporal range of variation of this study these functions, in fact, display up to three turning points. However, these data confirmed that proliferative and apoptotic events primarily affected the cellularity of the cerebellar cortex rather than that of the medullary body, also on a predictive basis.

**Significance**

Collectively, the results reported in Sections Genotype, Age, and Localization in Cortical Layers or Medullary Body—but Not Sampling Position—Affect PrC and ApoCD in the Whole Cerebellum and Multiple Regression Predicts the Relationship of TCD with PrCD, ApoCD and Time in Connection with Genotype converged to prove that differences in cell proliferation and apoptosis in the Reeler mouse were more prominent in the cerebellar cortex, differently affected cortical layers, statistically influenced TCD (cellularity), and, hence, concurred to explain cerebellar hypoplasia.

**Cerebellar cortex**

The observation of important differences in PrCD and ApoCD among the layers of the forming cortex and the medullary body in normal mice was fundamental to understand that a layer-related analysis was mandatory to appreciate in full the importance of cell proliferation and apoptosis in the genesis of the mature cerebellum in reeler$^{-/-}$ animals. Broadly speaking, cell proliferation, as measured by calculating PrCD, was higher in the EGL of reeler$^{+/+}$ mice (Figure 5A). Therefore, taking into account the well-known impairment of granule cell migration in the mutants, it was somewhat surprising that proliferating granule cells—blocked in the EGL by the lack of Reelin—failed to increase PrCD to values higher than those calculated in reeler$^{+/+}$ mice. At P5-10, migration failure of the granule cells in the EGL of reeler$^{-/-}$ mice was not statistically different at P5 and P25, but reeler$^{-/-}$ mice had a higher percentage of TUNEL$^+$ cells at P5 (reeler$^{+/+}$ 0.06 ± 0.02, reeler$^{-/-}$ 0.23 ± 0.02, $P < 0.001$). In the IGL (C), ApoCD was higher in reeler$^{+/+}$ mice at P5, P10 and P20 (blue solid line), but surpassed by that calculated in mutants at P15 (red solid line). At P25, differences among genotypes were not statistically significant. The percentages of TUNEL$^+$ cells were significantly higher in reeler$^{-/-}$ mice only at P15 (reeler$^{+/+}$ 0.18 ± 0.02, reeler$^{-/-}$ 1 ± 0.15, $P < 0.05$) and P20 (reeler$^{+/+}$ 0.08 ± 0.02, reeler$^{-/-}$ 0.24 ± 0.03, $P < 0.01$). In the medullary body (D), Apo CD was higher in reeler$^{-/-}$ mice from P10 onward. There were not statistically significant differences in the percentages of TUNEL$^+$ cells. In all graphs (A–D), note the profound differences in the maxima/minima of correlation curves in the two genotypes. One-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons; error bars indicate SEM; ***$P < 0.001$; **$P < 0.01$; *$P < 0.05$. 
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FIGURE 8 | Comparison of ApoCD within genotypes. Cortical layers (A–C), medullary body (D). EGL, external granular layer; ML, molecular layer; P, postnatal age. One-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons; error bars indicate SEM; ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05.

TABLE 3 | Regression analysis of TCD with PrCD, ApoCD or time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cerebellar division</th>
<th>Gen</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Type of function</th>
<th>Regression statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Adj R²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGL</td>
<td>prn²/²</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>PrCD</td>
<td>4th deg polynomial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prn²/²</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>ApoCD</td>
<td>4th deg polynomial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prn²/²</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>3rd deg polynomial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prn¹/⁰</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>PrCD</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prn¹/⁰</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>ApoCD</td>
<td>4th deg polynomial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prn¹/⁰</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>prn²/²</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>PrCD</td>
<td>2nd deg polynomial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prn²/²</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prn¹/⁰</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>PrCD</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prn¹/⁰</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>PrCD</td>
<td>3rd deg polynomial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prn¹/⁰</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>PrCD</td>
<td>3rd deg polynomial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGL</td>
<td>prn²/²</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>2nd deg polynomial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prn¹/⁰</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>PrCD</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prn¹/⁰</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>ApoCD</td>
<td>4th deg polynomial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prn¹/⁰</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>2nd deg polynomial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medullary body</td>
<td>prn²/²</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prn¹/⁰</td>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>2nd deg polynomial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Table reports statistically significant data of regression analysis in the three layers of the cerebellar cortex and the medullary body. ApoCD, density of apoptotic cells; EGL, external granular layer; IGL, internal granular layer; Gen, genotype; ML, molecular layer; PrCD, density of proliferating cells; TCD, total cell density.
severely impaired cell proliferation, rather than the granule cell migratory deficit, was responsible for the differences in TCD observed in the EGL. In the ML, PrCD was also higher in normal mice (Figure 5B), but, in this case, ApoCD was higher too (Figure 7B). In normal mice, the basket/stellate cell are generated in the medullary body during the P0–P15 interval; in the same temporal window, these neurons migrate to the ML, their numerical size being regulated by apoptosis (Yamanaka et al., 2004). Therefore, lower values in the mutants likely reflected a Reelin-dependent impairment of the migration of the GABAergic interneurons. In the IGL, PrCD, and ApoCD followed a complex pattern (Figures 5C, 7C). At the end of postnatal development, PrCD was higher in the mutants, in parallel with a lower ApoCD. The GABAergic interneurons of the forming cerebellar cortex are the proliferating cells normally populating the postnatal IGL (Miale and Sidman, 1961). At birth, when the stellate and the basket cells start to be generated, PrCD was higher in reln+/- mice (about two-fold than in mutants). In normal mice, around P2–P7, these neurons start migrating to the ML (Miale and Sidman, 1961). We believe that migration failure explains why mutants had higher PrCD from P5. Although differences in PrCD were statistically significant, it was reasonable to suppose that the migratory deficit of the relatively small population of the GABAergic interneurons minimally reflected onto TCD. A major event was, instated, that the population of the post-mitotic post-migratory granule cells in the IGL of rehn−/- mice underwent late apoptosis (P15 and P25 vs. P5–P10 in rehn+/> mice) to a degree higher than in normal animals, as demonstrated by the values of ApoCD. Notably, apoptosis of mature granule cells is consequent to a failure of making proper synaptic contacts in the forming ML, and, in normal mice, programmed cell death affects IGL-migrated granule cells when synapses between the parallel fibers and the Purkinje neurons are established (Lossi et al., 2002). There are much less contacts in the mutants (Castagna et al., 2014), this explaining the higher ApoCD recorded here at P25 in rehn−/- mice.

Medullary body

In the medullary body, from the second postnatal week, Reeler mice had higher PrCD and ApoCD (Figures 5D, 7D). However, predictive statistics failed to model TCD as a function of PrCD and ApoCD (Section Multiple Regression Predicts the Relationship of TCD with PrCD, ApoCD, and Time in Connection with Genotype). To understand the significance of these results, one needs to consider that the medullary body of the Reeler mouse contains the ectopic Purkinje neurons, the neurons of the cerebellar nuclei, and different types of glial cells. Apart from the Purkinje neurons, it is unclear whether the mutation also affects the migration of the other two groups of cells. Previous observations demonstrated that neurons of the cerebellar nuclei, after having been generated in the rhombic lip, migrate rostrally in a subpial stream to the nuclear transitory zone, and that a subset of rhombic lip-derived cells express Reelin (Fink et al., 2006). In later stages of development, the EGL replaces the subpial stream, and the nuclear transitory zone organizes into distinct cerebellar nuclei. It is worth noting that, in Reeler mice, rhombic lip-derived cells migrated normally to the nuclear transitory zone (Fink et al., 2006). Therefore, it may well be possible that the lack of Reelin does not interfere with the migration of the neurons of cerebellar nuclei. Birth-dating studies using a single pulse of BrdU (Miale and Sidman, 1961; Altman and Bayer, 1997; Sekerkova et al., 2004) indicated that most cerebellar astrocytes are generated during late embryonic and postnatal development in the prospective white matter, to which we have referred to as the medullary body in this study. Fate-restricted precursors of the astrocyte lineage reside in the postnatal prospective white matter (Cai et al., 2011), and express several markers of the juvenile astrocytes among which vimentin (Silbereis et al., 2009) that we localized in this study with overlapping patterns in the two genotypes. Whereas the interactions of Reelin with the Bergmann glia are widely documented, we were unable to find information on the intervention, if any, of the protein on the migration of immature astrocytes from the prospective white matter. It should be mentioned that some of these cells remain in the medullary body, giving rise to the white matter fibrous astrocytes, whereas others migrate to the IGL and differentiate into the velate protoplasmic astrocytes, including the bushy cells of the mature granular layer and the Bergmann glia (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974). Thus, the higher TCD that we recorded in the rehn−/- medullary body (Figure 3D) could also be a consequence of the entrapment of the velate protoplasmic astrocytes into the white matter because of the lack of Reelin.

DISCUSSION

Several spontaneous mutations primarily affecting the mouse cerebellum have been long ago discovered. They are of high interest to the neuroscientists not simply as suitable models of human ataxias (Cendelin, 2014), but also as valuable tools to study the normal development of cerebellum. Since their initial discovery, most mutants such as Lurcher, Purkinje cell degeneration, nervous, Weaver, and Staggerer mice were widely investigated and resulted phenotypically characterized by high levels (up to 100%) of cell death affecting the granule cells and/or the Purkinje neurons (see Table 4 in Castagna et al., 2016). Thus, mutant mice were very useful in understanding the mutual relationship between these two types of cortical neurons as regarding their reciprocal maintenance or death during the course of cerebellar maturation. The Reeler mouse is somehow an exception, because programmed cell death was seldom investigated. The relative lack of interest for programmed cell death in rehn−/- mice is not so much surprising, as the mutation was immediately recognized to be a disorder of cellular migration during the course of CNS development. The subsequent discovery of Reelin boosted a wide number of studies aiming to elucidate the cellular and molecular mechanisms that could explain its function in the normal and pathological brain (D’Arcangelo, 2014). In subsequent years, several studies described the cerebellar atrophy/hypoplasia, the disorganization of cerebellar architecture, the reduction in the number of the Purkinje neurons and density of the granule cells (Falconer, 1951; Mariani et al., 1977; Mikoshiba et al., 1980;
Heckroth et al., 1989; Yuasa et al., 1993; D’Arcangelo et al., 1995; Katsu­yama and Terashima, 2009). Unexpectedly, however, the only study (to our knowledge) using the TUNEL technique reported negative results (Herrup and Busser, 1995).

Here, descriptive statistics and predictive models using regression analysis proved to be useful in understanding the relationship of cellularity with proliferation, apoptosis, and time during the course of postnatal cerebellar development, disclosing the existence of notable differences between normal mice and the Reeler mutants. Therefore, as we will discuss below, differences in cell proliferation and apoptosis do explain, at least in considerable part, the phenotypic alterations that led to the generation of a hypoplastic cerebellum in reln−/− mice.

### The Cerebellar Cortex of the Reeler Mouse Displays Altered Relationship between Cell Proliferation and Apoptosis

Especially in the EGL and IGL, reln−/− mice lose the link between cell proliferation and apoptosis that characterizes the normal mice; the two events are, instead, less clearly dysregulated in the ML.

In the reln+/+ EGL, we observed a bidirectional dependence of PrCD and ApoCD that could be modeled by a 4th degree polynomial in both directions. Existence of biological phenomena that could be modeled by nonlinear regressions in the course of central neuron development is not a novel finding. For example, a 3rd degree polynomial best described pyramidal cell differentiation in layer II of the piriform cortex (Sarma et al., 2011), and hippocampal neurogenesis was adequately modeled by non-linear equations in (among others) neuronal progenitor cells and immature neurons (Cacao and Cucinotta, 2016). In addition, mathematic modeling led to better understand the complex dynamics of apoptotic regulation during brain development (Spencer and Sorger, 2011; Lavrik, 2014). Our regression statistics confirmed that cell proliferation and apoptosis of the cerebellar granule cells were tightly interconnected in normal mice, the present data being in full accordance with previous observations demonstrating that some of the newly generated granule cells in postnatal rabbits died very soon thereafter their birth, and before starting their migration to the ML/IGL (Lossi et al., 2002). Notably, such a relationship was totally lost in Reeler mice. In the reln+/+ IGL, ApoCD depended on (PrCD)2 after regression analysis. This observation is, again, consistent with findings obtained directly by time-window labeling of proliferating rabbit granule cells that underwent a second, delayed phase of apoptotic programmed cell death after their migration to the IGL (Lossi et al., 2002). Remarkably, also this relationship was lost in reln−/− mice. That in reln−/− ML PrCD was predictively linked to (ApoCD)3 is more difficult to explain considering that there is not local neurogenesis in this layer. It seems possible that some granule cells in transit to the IGL remained entrapped in the ML failing to properly migrate. However, due to the high speed of migration of these cells (Zheng et al., 1996), a sequential BrdU injection protocol would be required to fully prove or disprove such a possibility. Results of predictive statistics (Section PrCD is the

Most Important Predictive Factor to Determine TCD in Cortical Layers of the Reeler Mouse below) were also supportive of the above hypothesis.

### PrCD is the Most Important Predictive Factor to Determine TCD in Cortical Layers of the Reeler Mouse

After multiple regression statistics with cell proliferation, apoptosis and time as independent variables to predict TCD (cellularity), significant differences were observed among cortical layers across genotypes. However, in the EGL we were unable to find a suitable model for reln+/+ mice, although linear regression yielded statistic data very close to significance (adjusted $R^2 = 0.91$; $P = 0.051$). As we have only examined six time points in this study, and only four of them applied to this temporary layer of the cerebellar cortex, it seemed reasonable to hypothesize that increasing temporal sampling would yield a statistically significant model of regression. In mutant mice, multiple regression considering PrCD and ApoCD as independent variables confirmed the interdependence of the two phenomena, and coefficient statistics showed that TCD was significantly related to PrCD ($P = 0.0007$), but not to ApoCD ($P = 0.237651133$). In the ML, after coefficient analysis, TCD was significantly correlated with PrCD and time in reln+/+ mice, but with PrCD only in reln−/− mice. Migration of the granule cells along the Bergmann glia is relatively rapid, as video microscopy studies in vitro have shown that these neurons travel at speeds between 20 and 50 μm/hour (Zheng et al., 1996). Thus, timing in migration of the granule cells may be altered in the mutants because the ML was hypoplastic, and/or migration was, itself, impaired. Finally it was remarkable that in the reln+/+ IGL, we did not find a suitable model to correlate TCD simultaneously with cell proliferation, apoptosis and time. We interpret this finding considering the error introduced by the impossibility to quantitate cell migration according to the experimental design of this study, as the proper migration of the granule cells is of paramount importance to correctly populate the IGL. In keeping with this interpretation, in mutants, where cell migration is highly impaired, the error introduced by the regression equation was smaller and a statistically significant coefficient was calculated for PrCD ($P = 0.0098$), whereas ApoCD was not far from significance ($P = 0.07402$). Therefore, in reln+/+ mice, the impossibility to predict the cellularity of the IGL by the predictive analysis employed in this study gave a reduction ad absurdum of the primary influence of granule cell migration in the normal development of the granular layer of the mature cerebellum.

Collectively, these predictive data confirmed the profoundly altered relationship between cell proliferation and apoptosis demonstrated after descriptive statistics in the Reeler mutants.

### Reelin and Cell Proliferation/Apoptosis

The biology of Reelin in relation to positioning, growth and maturation of neurons during brain development and to synaptic activity in the adult brain has been recently and very authoritatively reviewed (D’Arcangelo, 2014). In recapitulating the history of discovery of the importance of Reelin in
neuronal migration, D’Arcangelo writes “...the layer organization of Purkinje cells in the cerebellar cortex represented the step that was directly affected by the absence of Reelin. Thus, the failure of granule cells to proliferate, which ultimately leads to the lack of foliation and cerebellar hypoplasia in reeler mice, was recognized as a secondary defect due to the malposition of Purkinje cells, which failed to enter the cerebellar cortex after leaving the ventricular zone and remained localized in a deep cerebellar mass.” This explains why, as already mentioned in the Introduction to this paper, limited attention has been paid to the possible effects of Reelin on proliferation, and, even less, apoptosis. This work shows the existence of a deficit in granule cell proliferation as a consequence of the lack of Reelin: specifically, the very rapid temporal switch from proliferation to death in the EGL of normal mice excludes a role of malpositioned Purkinje neurons in the target-independent apoptosis of the granule cells (Lossi et al., 2002). It seems therefore possible that the lack of Reelin directly or indirectly interferes with the proliferation program of these neurons. In keeping with this possibility, evidence is accumulating to suggest a role of Reelin in regulating cell proliferation in vitro (Ohkubo et al., 2007; Massalini et al., 2009) and in hippocampus in vivo (Duan et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2007; Fournier et al., 2010; Teixeira et al., 2012; Sibbe et al., 2015). Our present findings are also consistent with an intervention of Reelin and/or its downstream signaling molecule Dab1 in cell death (Zhao et al., 2007; Teixeira et al., 2012). They are also in line with very recent ultrastructural findings demonstrating higher numbers of granule cells and Purkinje neurons undergoing programmed cell death in the cerebellar vermis of postnatal re1n−/− mice in comparison with age-matched controls (Castagna et al., 2016). Current knowledge about programmed cell death has indeed accumulated toward the recognition of various different mechanisms and forms, only part of which may be subject to detection using the TUNEL technique, as we have very recently reviewed (Lossi et al., 2015). In such a scenario, it is worth mentioning that Castagna et al. (2016) have demonstrated that apoptosis is not the only type of programmed cell death occurring during postnatal cerebellar development in normal and Reeler mice, as autophagic neurons and neurons undergoing non-canonical forms of cell death and dark degeneration were additionally observed in both genotypes after TEM examination. To date, few data are available as regarding the possible intervention of forms of cell death other than apoptosis in cerebellar development (Marzban et al., 2015), and reported observations are often contradictory as regarding the possibility that autophagy is protective rather than harmful to cerebellar neurons. For example, the autophagy-related Unc51.1 murine gene signals the program of gene expression leading to the formation of the granule cell axons (Tomoda et al., 1999), and the selective ablation of the Atg5 or Atg7 autophagy-related genes leads to behavioral deficits associated with severe neuronal loss in the cerebellar cortex (Komatsu et al., 2006, 2007). On the other hand, autophagy may be a preliminary step to granule cell apoptosis (Canu et al., 2005), and dysfunction of endosomal sorting complex required for transport 3 (ESCRT-3) causes autophagosomal accumulation and neurodegeneration of the Purkinje neurons (Lee et al., 2007). Notably, the density of apoptotic neurons, irrespective of the genotype and age, was consistently higher than that of autophagic neurons in the cerebellar vermis after TEM observations (see Table 3 in Castagna et al., 2016). These observations reinforce the notion that apoptosis is the commonest form of programmed cell death not only in normal cerebellar development, also as far as the Reeler mouse is concerned. We might have somewhat underestimated the extent of programmed cell death in this study—if indeed autophagy of the granule cells and/or the Purkinje neurons is injurious to these neurons—and/or a switch among alternative cell death programs occurs in postnatal cerebellar development in vivo. Nonetheless, our observations provide a sound basis for further investigations on the intervention of Reelin in the regulation of cell proliferation in the course of (cerebellar) neurogenesis. Under this perspective, it is of relevance that the ectopic expression of Reelin in Reeler mice rescued animals from cerebellar ataxia, and supported a substantial recovery in granule cell proliferation (Magdaleno et al., 2002).
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